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EMV: The Future of 
Global Payments 
There is no doubt that EMV will significantly alter the U.S. 

payments industry, bringing a global standard and 

advanced security to the point of sale, while paving the way 

for innovation through mobile acceptance. In essence, 

every physical point-of-payment that accepts a mag-stripe 

card today will be updated to include the ability to accept 

contact and contactless EMV cards and related devices (key 

fob, watch, etc), as well as Mobile payments via an NFC 

(Near Field Communication) contactless interface, which is 

different than the current PayPass contactless format. 

Over the next few years, EMV will act as a springboard for 

the implementation of a wide-range of innovative value-

added smart card applications. These applications will, in 

turn, provide a world of exciting possibilities for consumers, 

merchants and payment services providers alike. 

EMV adoption will be a multi-year process, but one that will 

dramatically alter the payment industry, similar to major 

shifts that occurred with the migration from paper to 

electronic processing, and with the introduction of e-

commerce. These are exciting times! 

  

About Elavon 

Elavon provides a full array 
of payment processing 
solutions to help you 
achieve greater control of 
your cash flow, minimize 
your collections risk, and 
better serve your clients.  
Accept all types of credit 
and debit cards from VISA®, 
MasterCard®, American 
Express®, and Discover®.  
Add industry-leading 
solutions such as check 
conversion and gift cards to 
help improve you bottom 
line.  

Contact Elavon 

Denise Atkinson 

Phone: (800) 226-9332, ext. 
8177  

Email: 
denise.atkinson@elavon.com 
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EMV Defined 

EMV is a global standard for payment cards based on chip technology developed in 1994 by Europay 

International SA (acquired by MasterCard in 2002), MasterCard and Visa. Today, the EMV standard is 

managed by EMVCo, which is a joint venture of MasterCard, Visa, American Express and JCB. There 

are over 1 billion EMV cards in circulation globally, along with nearly 20 million EMV terminals. 

Cardholder data is more secured on a chip-embedded card that utilizes dynamic authentication, 

rather than on a static mag-stripe card. Unlike a mag-stripe card that can be copied (“skimmed”), chip 

technology combats counterfeiting by assigning a dynamic value for each transaction. There are 2 

primary ways to authenticate an EMV card: signature, and PIN verification (“Chip and PIN”). Indications 

are that most U.S. issuers will adopt an EMV signature platform; however, Visa mandates global 

interoperability, meaning that the solutions must 

be capable of processing Chip and PIN cards that 

are presented. 

Visa has put both “carrots” and “sticks” in place to 

motivate U.S. merchants to adopt EMV within the 

next few years (see timeline below). These 

incentives center on the requirement for 

merchants to adopt dual-interface terminals, 

defined as those that have the ability to actually 

process EMV contact/contactless cards and 

Mobile NFC contactless payments. This will not 

only spur adoption of a more secure transaction, 

but will also fuel the innovation and growth of 

mobile payment solutions. 

It’s important to note that EMV helps authenticate the cardholder and therefore reduces the fraud 

associated with purchases made with counterfeit cards at a physical point of sale. However, to further 

protect cardholder data and related fraud, merchants will need to also embrace technologies such as 

end-to-end encryption (E2EE) and tokenization that prevent the types of system attacks associated 

with a data breach. 
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The U.S. Timeline for EMV  

Visa, echoed by MasterCard, have communicated the following timeline:  

• 2012: TECH Innovation Program (TIP) PCI validation relief for Level 1 and Level 2 merchants 

that adopt dual-interface solutions (note: must be capable of actually processing EMV cards 

and NFC contactless payments; merchants cannot just install “EMV ready” equipment.  

• 2013: Acquirer Chip Processing Mandate Acquirers and processors must support the ability to 

process EMV transactions and NFC contactless payments.  

• 2015: Liability Shift from Issuer to Merchant.  Merchants of any size, excluding those with 

Automated Fuel Dispensers (AFD, or “pay at the pump”), will be liable for domestic and cross-

border counterfeit fraud committed at the point of sale if they are not using a compliant EMV 

& NFC POS solution (AFD shift in 2017).  

This is a very aggressive timeline, and reaching critical mass 

at the point of sale is expected to take 5 – 7 years. It isn’t 

difficult to imagine the implications of wide-spread 

adoption. Virtually every company in the payment stream 

will be impacted: merchants, POS software VARs, 

terminal/peripheral manufacturers, gateway providers, and 

processors/acquirers. Every payment application, point-of-

sale solution, payment terminal/peripheral, and processor 

network must be replaced/updated, certified, and installed.  
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Elavon’s U.S. EMV 
Implementation Plans  

Elavon is well-positioned for the U.S. 

introduction of EMV. Not only do we have 

experience in Europe, Mexico and Brazil, but 

our recent introduction of EMV in Canada on 

our North America processing platform 

means that we can quickly support this 

functionality in the States—in many cases 

ahead of both the mandated timeline and our 

competitors.  

Elavon is working with the Associations on 

gaining further information regarding U.S. 

EMV requirements and the related testing and certification processes. Additionally, we are defining our 

strategy for each of our product lines, and will be communicating our plans once they have been 

finalized. Elavon’s expectations and projections regarding U.S. EMV considers our experiences with 

EMV in other countries and certain factors beyond Elavon’s control may alter or affect the 

implementation and operation of EMV card acceptance programs in the United States.  

These are exciting times. This is one of a handful of transformative initiatives to impact the payment 

industry in the past thirty years: first was the transition from paper to electronic processing in the 80’s, 

following by the adoption of PIN debit in the 90’s, and most recently the e-commerce wave that 

gained momentum in the early ‘00’s. The ride is going to be fun!  

Thirsty for more information about EMV? Visit www.emvco.com 

 
 


